
Team Contract

Section 1: Team Name and Mission

What is your team name?

Pursuers

What is the mission of your team in 1-2 sentences?

We would like to design a variable frequency power generation system that can provide power for various
experiments within the lab.

Section 2: Membership

Who are the team members?

Khalid Almutairi

Yuanchen Yan

Jintong Zhang

What consultants/mentors/instructional staff are associated with this team?

Dr. Hess

Section 3: Roles and Responsibilities

Budgeter: Khalid

The primary client contact: Yuanchen

Team meetings organizer: Khalid

In charge of keeping team documentation: google drive and Jintong in case we loss google drive somehow.

Team recorder: Rotating weekly position

Presider will be rotating weekly position

What are the key responsibilities associated with each role?

Budgeter: will be in charge of contacting the ECE department to get the fund. Also, budgeter will be responsible
of making a table of all items that he bought.



The primary client contact: will be in charge of explaining the design to the client. Also, he will be in charge of
giving the speech to the public. For example, snapshot, expo.

Team meetings organizer: will be in charge of managing the time and the place of the meeting.

Recorder: will be in charge of taking note during the meeting. For example, due date of takes and emailing the
professor of we did in the meeting.

Section 4: Team Relationships

Relationships among team members must support full and respectful engagement of all members for the benefit
of the entire team.

Members will do their best in order to finish each task on time so that we don’t get behind. In addition, member
will respect the professor’s time and they will show up before the meeting starts.

Section 5: Joint Work

5a. Purposes of Joint Work
Team members will work together to establish collective goals and to produce decisions and work products
that advance teamwork and project success.

Members will do their best in order for the project to success.

Members will NOT let the professor down ☺

5b. TeamMeetings
Team meetings are an important example of working together. The team meeting will take place in GJL 102
and that will be every Friday from 3:30pm to 4:30pm. The components that are required in team meeting
agendas will be deliver by the one who will run the meeting. The meeting minutes will be taken by the team
recorder.

Section 6: Individual Work
Team members are expected to work alone in many cases to complete work important to the team. We can do
some assignments together. For example, we can meet at library. Also, we may use an app that calls what’s app
and we all can share ideas at the same time. When we do our assignments we must be very careful. We may
check our quality for many times to sure we do not have problems. We will tell to professor when we will
submit our assignments in advance. We can talk with each other when we need to do some assignments. We
also need to listen professor when he give us what assignments we need to finish in the next week and submit to
him in next meeting.



Section 7: Documentation and Communication
The team must maintain timely and accurate documentation of its individual and collective achievements, while
also communicating needed information to one another and key project stakeholders. Individual documentation
will be kept by using google drive so that everyone can see what’s going on in the project progress. The team
member will be using an app that calls what’s app to communicate with each other. We will communicate with
our clients by using email.

Section 8: Conflict Resolution
The team will strive to resolve conflicts quickly and to the satisfaction and benefit of everyone involved.
Conflicts can be avoid by finishing each task on time. Team dynamics will be communicated to instructors in
the weekly meeting, and any issue between the members can be solve in the meeting.

Section 9: Amendments
This team contract will be kept on google drive and everyone will have a copy in case we loss somehow. The
contract be will reviewed whenever there is an argument between the members regardless of who in charge of
the specific part

Section 10: Affirmation of Compliance
We, the members of this team, affirm that we have established this contract with input and consensus of
all members. By our signatures, we commit to compliance with the contract for the benefit of all
members and the team as a whole.

Name Signature Date



Teaming Table:
Use the table below to generate discussion amongst your team members about past teaming experiences. Each member
should put their initials in the box they feel best represents their abilities in each process.

Teamwork
Area

Supporting Processes

Individual Rankings

I struggle
with this

I’m okay in
this area

I excel at
this

Team
Relationships

Building an inclusive supportive climate

Gaining buy-in and interdependence

Resolving team conflicts

Joint
Achievements

Establishing shared team goals

Managing tasks to achieve team goals

Producing competent consensus outputs

Member
Contributions

Allocating responsibilities to members

Achieving quality work from members

Facilitating teammember growth

Team
Communication

Achieving effective in-team communication

Managing stakeholder communication

Building shared knowledge assets



Team Identity and Contact Information

Proposed Team Name: _______________________________________________________________________________

Weekly TeamMeeting Time/Place: _____________________________________________________________________

Instructor Name & Email: _____________________________________________________________________________

Mentor Name & Email: _______________________________________________________________________________

Member Name & Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Member Name & Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Member Name & Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Member Name & Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Member Name & Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Member Name & Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Member Name & Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Member Name & Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Date: 2/16/19



Time: 3:30PM

Location: Power lab laboratory.

Attendees: Dr. Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that was discussed:

Giving us the introduction of power lab. We need to know how to use these machine. We can discuss about the
machine as well. We also can discuss the budget about this project. We hope to have a good start about this
project.

Things we did in the lab:

We did some experiments on the AC induction motor and we learned how it operates, and that was done by
many connection that we did in the lab. Also, we did some experiments on the DC motor as well.

Other notes:

1. We should have done the team contract for the first draft.

2. Team contract has to be done by next week.

3. We need to bring our logbook for next meeting.

4. We need to contact with the ECE department in order to get the keys for the lab.

5. We need to some reading; Books that were advised : Electric Machinery Fundamentals 5th and wind turbine

6. TAs who can help Philip, Richardson

Date: 2/22/19

Time: 11.30AM



Location: Power lab laboratory.

Attendees: Dr. Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that was discussed:

Answered some questions about the AC induction machine and the homework that we read.

Things we did in the lab:

We talked about the presentation on March 5

.

We propose the direction of discussion at the next meetings and the direction of experimental research. We should
choose two of them to do experiments.

1. Speed

2. Direction of rotation

3. Start

4. Current

5. Voltage

6. Voltage per hertz

7. Voltage boost

Other notes:

1. We have two meets next week.

2. The homework is 6.1 and 6.4



Date:02/27/2019

Time: 12:15AM

Location: Power Lab Laboratory

Attendees: Dr.Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jingtong Zhang

Agenda that was discussed:

1. Our homework. (The problem is in the book 6.1 and 6.4)

2. What experiment we need to choose it? How can we do it?

Things we did in the lab:

Firstly, Dr. Hess gave us a problem we need to solve it. The problem is about a 60HZ motor, 4 poles, 1% slip.

We need to know the speed, magnetic field angular velocity and rotor I frequency.

Solutions: nsync=120fse/p=120*60/4=1800r/min

nm=nsync(1-s)=1800*(1-0.01)=1782r/min

m=1782r/min*2 rad/r*1min/60s=186.61rad/s

fre=sfre=0.01*60=0.6HZ

Then, Dr. Hess introduced us three different kinds of machine. There are induction machine, synchronous

machine, and double fed machine.



1. Induction machine

There are pictures about Induction machine.

Stator rotor

It is three phases, four poles. There three color consist of in this stator. Magnetic field moves
around a direction then move back. If the frequency is 60HZ, it turns 30 times a second. The current can
through from rotor. It will produce force in this machine. Moving magnetic field would move generator
voltage.

2.Synchronous machine

Stator rotor

This machine works slower. These are two machines back to back. There are 12 poles in rotor. It moves the
same speed. Magnetic field moved the same speed with stator and rotor. Putting the voltage in the rotor it
can work.

3.double fed machine



It covers the function about induction machine and synchronous machine. Rotor and stator both have
magnetic field. The rotor frequency plus the turn speed of machine is equal to frequency of stator. From this
machine many people realized that these two machines are related to each other by magnetic field.

Lastly, professor asked us a question. It is 60HZ on stator and rotor, what is the speed? He made an
experiment to help us know. If it is the same direction, the speed is zero.

Notes

We need to restate what Dr. Hess told to us in this meeting on Friday.

Date:03/01/2019

Time: 3：30PM

Location: Power Lab Laboratory

Attendees: Dr. Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that was discussed:

1. We want to do an experiment about voltage per hertz

2. We have some problems about the snapshot on March,5. Do we need to do the experiment on that day? If we finish
the experiment, what should we show them?

3. How is the poster like? Are there just some pictures about the experiments?

4. Do we need to finish the website before that day?

5.Review the things that we did on Wednesday.

Things we did in the lab:

Firstly, we discussed what we should present in snapshot. How can we do to make it better? Dr. Hess told
us we should present what we learned from past to this week and what we should finished for this project.



Then, professor helped us to review the content about last meeting. The content is 60HZ on stator and rotor,
what is the speed? If it is the same direction, the speed is zero.

Dr. Hess drew a picture to teach us doubly-fed machine. If the stator and rotor both 60HZ, the turn is zero.
If one side is 60HZ the other side is 0HZ, the turn is 60HZ. If one side is 60HZ one side is 18HZ, the turn is 78HZ
or 42HZ.

The last part is the most important. We do the experiment to combine the DC machine and synchronous
machine. Dr. Hess drew the diagram to us.

The DC machine can control the speed. The synchronous machine can control the voltage. The current turns
down the speed can be higher. The voltage increases the torque also increases.

Notes
1. We should explain this experiment to Dr. Hess in the next meeting on Tuesday.



2. Prepare our snapshot on Tuesday.

3. Finish our website next week.

Date:03/06/2019

Time: 12:30PM

Location: Power Lab Laboratory

Attendees: Dr. Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that was discussed:

1． Review the experiment what we learned in the last meeting.

2． Give us more knowledge about three machines so we can speak it in snapshot better.

3． we should knowmore about the experiment we have learned.

4． adjust our attitude, hope we can succeed in our snapshot.

Things we did in the meeting:

We started our meeting talking about the three types of machine that we going to work with which are DC machine,

synchronous machine, and doubly fed machine.

First, DC machine:

We discussed the basic concept of DC machine and

how the field current can increase the magnetic field

up to the point where it reaches the saturation



Second, synchronous machine:

We discussed the relationship between

the frequency and speed and how the

synchronous generate electrical energy

Third doubly fed machine:

We discussed the relationship between speed,

Wsrtato, and Wrotor . as shown in the figure



We were asked if it’s possible to use the same machine as motor and generator at different time. And the answer is yes

because the different between them is where you put the energy in. For example, if you put some energy into the shaft

and have some way to move the shaft and you make the machine turn, it will work as generator. However, if bring

energy electrically and make the machine turn it can then move energy out mechanically. At the end we did an

experiment, and that was done by connecting the AC drive to rotor by putting 60 Hz.

Other notes:

We have homework that is due next meeting (6.5)

Read sections 6.9 and 6.10

Date: 03/08/2019

Time:15:30PM

Location：Power Lab Laboratory

Attendance:Dr.Hess,Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Things that we discussed:

We started our meeting talking about how the DC machine and DFIG operate. Then, Dr. Hess gave us some questions

that we need to do over spring break. These questions required us to do some reading on how the DFIG operate with DC

machine. After answering the first three questions we will need to use matlab in order to simulate the circuit and get a

graph that is torque vs speed





Date:03/22/2019

Time:15:30PM

Location：Power Lab Laboratory

Attendance:Dr.Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that we discussed:

The questions that we left from the last meeting.



Things we did in the meeting:

We solved the problems that we left.



1. The first question:

Change the flux, we can get 180V.

How could we change flux?

Increase field current.

2. The second question:

How fast of the rotate?

60Hz-50Hz=10Hz.

3V/Hz is invariant. So voltage is 30V. We have to change 30V into 20V, so that we have to decrease field current.

3. The third question``



The left side is 75Hz, and the right side is 50Hz

The difference between these two is 25Hz. And Field Current is equal to 3V/Hz, so the voltage of output is 25Hz*3V/Hz=75V.

And then Dr.Hess asked us to come up with two problems about behaviour of the machine.

Given:60Hz +seq, 100Hz -seq, 120V DC out, field current is 3V/Hz.

60-(-100)=160Hz 160*3=480V

And at last, we have a question about what are positive sequence and negative sequence?

The sequence is one follows the other. The first one comes by called A, The second one comes by is B. So,positive sequence is
A--B--C--A, negative sequence is C--B--A--C.

The first one is positive sequence, the second one is negative sequence.



`

Other notes:

Homework:We have to come up with two questions to each other.

Date:03/27/2019

Time: 12：30AM

Location: Power Lab Laboratory

Attendees: Dr. Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that was discussed:



1. The problem for our homework (everyone has two questions then ask each other).

2. Practice to do a new experiment.

3. Review the questions what we talked about last meeting.

Agenda that was discussed:

Firstly, we all provided our own questions and let other people to solve it.

Khalid’s question is below this line in the picture.

His questions is focus on the relationship with speed on the DFIG machine and voltage on DC machine. How
do change the voltage we need to change the flux. How to change the flux we need to change the field current.

My first question is about this system the stator and rotor sequence both positive. The rotor frequency is
greater than stator frequency. According to the formula the frequency of DFIG is negative. Why have this
situation. Dr. Hess told me it may back around.

My second question about the voltage on DFIG machine do not have relationship with the voltage on DC
machine.

JIntong’s question is if the stator and rotor have the same frequency what should be the frequency in this
machine. We can according to the formula what Dr. Hess told us in meeting.

Last of the meeting, Dr. Hess told us what we should do in the next meeting. We need to show the
experiment to him. He also told us how to use DC machine, but the machine seems have problem.

Notes

1. Review the experiment and show to Dr. Hess next meeting.



Date:03/29/2019

Time: 3：30PM

Location: Power Lab Laboratory

Attendees: Dr. Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that was discussed:

1. Show the experiment to Dr.Hess. The experiment is the question he told us before the last meeting.

2. Practice to do a new experiment.

3.Review the questions what we talked about last meeting.

Agenda that was discussed:

In this meeting, we use every time to do the experiment about combine DC machine and DFIG.

Firstly, we need to check whether the DC machine can be used. We can check whether the current is the
same amount with the current in the nameplate.

Then we need to connect the wire to each part and make two machines connect each other.

The picture can show how to connect these electric wire.



We should connect circuit 20 to transform then to DFIG. Circuit connect to DC machine.

Later, we started the machine. We can see the machine start to rotate.

Now，we can change the number of control field and current to change the speed of the machine.

The speed changed, the frequency of the rotor also changed. We are according to the formula Ws-Wr=Wm.
The frequency of the stator is 60Hz.

We also can make rotor to 3 phase. The frequency of rotor is 60 Hz. We can change the speed of this machine.
The frequency of stator can be changed, but it must bigger than 60 Hz.

If we want to make the frequency lower than 60Hz. We need to change the direction of rotation. It also
means change the direction of AC voltage. We can according to the formula and speed to know the frequency
of the stator. (300rpm=1Hz)

Notes

1.Writing what we saw for this experiment.

Date:04/05/2019

Time:3:30PM

Location:Power Lab Laboratory

Attendances:Dr. Hess, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that we discussed:
We want to do an experiment about synchronous machine.

Things we did in the lab:
The experiment is about synchronous machine.We did two experiments about synchronous generator and
synchronous motor.

Synchronous motor

The picture shows how we connect the machine.



We would use AC drive which provides frequency.

If frequency increases, total voltages will increase.

The voltage of motor which equals to the voltage plus the voltage of AC drive.

Synchronous generator

The picture shows how we connect synchronous. In this experiment one DC machine is needed to be connected
so that we can get more field current.

How could we change the voltage?

We can change DC field current or change the field current in rotor of synchronous machine.

For example, if we want a larger voltage. We can reduce the number of DC field current or increase the field
current in rotor of synchronous machine.



Date: 4/10/19

Time: 12:30PM

Location: Power lab laboratory.

Attendees: Dr. Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Things we did in the lab

We went over last experiment which was about synchronous machine. First, Dr.Hess asked us how does
synchronous machine work. So would say that the electrical machine can be defined as a device that converts
electrical energy into mechanical energy or mechanical energy into electrical energy. An electrical generator
can be defined as an electrical machine that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. An electrical
generator typically consists of two parts; stator and rotor. There are various types of electrical generators such
as direct current generators, alternating current generators, vehicular generators, human powered electrical
generators. The rotating and stationary parts of an electrical machine can be called as rotor and stator
respectively. The rotor or stator of electrical machines acts as a power-producing component and is called as an
armature. The electromagnets or permanent magnets mounted on the stator or rotor are used to provide
magnetic field of an electrical machine. The generator in which permanent magnet is used instead of coil to
provide excitation field is termed as permanent magnet synchronous generator or also simply called as
synchronous generator. In general, synchronous generator consists of two parts rotor and stator. The rotor part
consists of field poles and stator part consists of armature conductors. The rotation of field poles in the presence
of armature conductors induces an alternating voltage which results in electrical power generation. At the end,
we did the experiment that we did on Friday again.

Date:04/12/2019

Time:3:30PM

Location:Power Lab Laboratory

Attendances:Dr. Hess, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that we discussed:
We want to do experiments about synchronous generator

Things we did in the lab:

Synchronous generator



Add motor to DC machine ,synchronous machine becomes synchronous generator. We need to know how to
change the voltage of generator.

3 ways to change it: (1) decrease field current of motor

(2) Increase field current of generator

(3) Increase field control

Data of the experiments:



Synchronous motor and DFIG



Data of the experiment:



Notes:

1. Prepare for the design review.

2. Take some videos for review.
Date:04/26/2019

Time: 3：30PM

Location: Power Lab Laboratory

Attendees: Dr. Hess, Khalid Almutairi, Yuanchen Yan, and Jintong Zhang

Agenda that was discussed:

1. Talk about the design review.

2. What do we need to do in the next few weeks?

3. What’s the plan for the next semester?

Things we did in the lab:

Firstly, Dr. Hess gave us some feedback about our design review.

The picture of feedback is below this line



He also gave us see other students’ feedback.

Then, he let us solve a problem. If we can solve it he can help us to add some grades.

Later, he told what we should submit for next week’s class. And what we should do for next semester. The
things what we should submit he had sent email to us.

At last of the meeting, he asked us whether we have some questions. If we do not have any question we can
finish the meeting. This is the last meeting for us.

Notes
Next semester we will change the professor.
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